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At Ring, security, privacy, and user control are foundational. With the launch of End-to-End Encryption (E2EE) for Ring, 
we release this whitepaper to provide a technical overview of the feature. E2EE will be available starting on January 11, 
2021 as a new setting in the Ring mobile application (within Control Center) on compatible Android and iOS devices. 
 
With security and privacy at the forefront, E2EE empowers users with added protection over their videos through 
enhanced opt-in video encryption that is backed by features designed to prevent unauthorized access. Ring’s E2EE 
feature is founded on the premise that no party other than the receiving device (i.e., user’s mobile device) can decrypt 
the encrypted video content from the sending device (i.e., Ring camera). This E2EE foundation is supported by three 
principles: 1) Users fully control E2EE, 2) Encryption and decryption are performed securely on the user’s enrolled Ring 
and mobile devices, and 3) E2EE is designed so that no unauthorized third party can access user video content. The 
effectiveness of E2EE relies on the security of two important user controls: security of the mobile device and 
confidentiality of the E2EE passphrase (i.e., not sharing passwords). 
 
Our existing encryption capabilities reflect home security industry best practices and satisfy many use cases. While 
Ring’s existing default security practices and encryption capabilities for videos will continue, E2EE adds an enhanced 
security and privacy option for users who enable this feature. This additional security- and privacy-centric feature works 
with Ring’s core functionality, such as video streaming, providing users with even more peace of mind. E2EE’s enhanced 
security and privacy feature requires some functionality trade-off as certain features require processing and analysis of 
decrypted video content. Some of our users prefer the functionality trade-off for enhanced security and privacy. Others 
prioritize performance of our full feature set. To meet this range of needs, E2EE is an additional privacy-centric option 
we want to put in the hands of our users to further empower them to customize security settings based on personal 
needs and preferences. 
 
How the technology works 
Ring E2EE uses multiple cryptographic techniques to maintain security and performance for our users. Ring’s  E2EE 
technology implements a series of security best practices, including auto-generated high-entropy passphrases, envelope 
encryption, and secure key exchange, among others. 

 
 
A Ring user enrolls in E2EE through the Ring app on their supported iOS or Android mobile device. There are three steps 
in the process of enrolling a mobile device: 
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1. When the user begins the process of enrolling, the app presents a 10-word auto-generated passphrase that will 
be used to secure cryptographic keys. 

2. After the user passphrase is created, three RSA 2048-bit asymmetric keypairs are generated by the Ring app on 
the mobile device: the account signing keypair, the instance keypair, and the account data keypair. 

3. The public portion of both the instance keypair and account data keypair are signed by the account signing 
keypair and copied to the Ring cloud. Enrolled Ring devices will use these public keys to perform envelope 
encryption. The private portions of the account signing keypair and account data keypair are locally encrypted 
and then stored on the Ring cloud for later use. 

 
The user’s mobile device is now enrolled in Ring E2EE. The next step is enrolling a compatible Ring device. See Section III 
in the whitepaper for additional details. For flexibility, users can turn off Ring E2EE or un-enroll their mobile and Ring 
devices at any time. When turning off E2EE, any videos encrypted with E2EE cannot be decrypted since the keys to 
access those videos are removed permanently. 
 
Now that devices are enrolled in E2EE, it’s time to use the service to encrypt and decrypt video for viewing on an 
enrolled mobile device. 

1. The Ring device locally creates an AES-GCM 128-bit symmetric encryption key to encrypt the video produced by 
the device. A new symmetric key is created for every video and each key is purged from the Ring device 
immediately following the encryption process. Next, the Ring device will use envelope encryption to protect the 
symmetric key. 

2. After envelope encryption is performed, the encrypted video is sent to Ring cloud. 
3. The Ring app on the user’s enrolled mobile device decrypts the video with the appropriate keys and then 

retrieves the encrypted video from the Ring cloud. 
 

E2EE gives our users enhanced security and privacy options that they control – only the user’s enrolled mobile devices 
can access the key to decrypt and see videos from compatible enrolled Ring devices. Privacy and security are 
foundational at Ring. Our policies and practices to protect personal data are based on recognized and emerging industry 
best practices, and we continuously strive to raise the privacy bar. We are committed to building privacy and security 
into our products, services, and apps; giving users control over who can access their videos, devices, and personal 
information; and being transparent with users about our privacy and security practices. For additional information on 
our privacy-preserving practices and how we are moving the needle on transparency, accountability, and assurance, 
refer to our E2EE FAQs [add link] and Ring’s Privacy page https://ring.com/privacy.  
 
To read the full whitepaper, download it at ring.com/end-to-end-encryption 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

1. How does Ring’s video End-to-End Encryption work?  
Video End-to-End Encryption is designed so that the customer can view their encrypted videos on enrolled 
mobile devices only. Specifically, our video End-to-End Encryption uses envelope encryption, whereby videos are 
encrypted with symmetric keys and these keys are themselves encrypted with a public key algorithm - which 
comprises a public and a private key. While the public key encrypts, only the private key can decrypt. Only the 
customer has access to the private key, which is stored on their enrolled mobile device in a secure keystore. This 
private key decrypts the symmetric key, which in turn decrypts the encrypted video.  
 

2. Why is this feature not available for all Ring devices? 
This feature is rolling out now and will be available in the coming months to all customers with Ring App 
versions iOS 5.33.0 and higher and Android 3.33.0 and higher. Customers without an eligible device will not see 
this feature in their app. We are working to ensure all our customers have an enhanced security option.  
 

3. Do I lose any feature functionality by enabling video End-to-End Encryption? 
End-to-End Encryption for videos means that customers can view their encrypted videos on their enrolled 
devices only, so some of the features currently available on Ring devices will be disabled when End-to-End 
Encryption is enabled. You can visit our Help Center article which provides more detailed information about End-
to-End Encryption and feature functionality.  
 

4. Does enabling video End-to-End Encryption affect the performance of my device?  
No. 
 

5. Which Ring devices will support video End-to-End Encryption? Will this be available to everyone? 
Please see this chart for the latest updates on device compatibility. 
 

6. Will video End-to-End Encryption be available for all devices in the future? 
We are working to ensure all our customers have an enhanced security option.  
 

7. Do customers have to pay for video End-to-End Encryption? 
No. This feature is provided at no additional charge. Please note that videos will not be saved to the cloud 
without a Ring Protect subscription. 
 

8. Does this mean my videos were not secure before? 
No. Privacy and security have always been foundational in our products and services, and all Ring videos are 
automatically encrypted at rest and in transit. End-to-End Encryption provides customers the option of an 
advanced security setting they can choose to utilize if they desire.  

 
9. If I turn the End-to-End Encryption feature off for a Ring device, are videos previously recorded by that Ring 

device still encrypted? 
Yes. The videos that have been end-to-end encrypted will remain end-to-end encrypted. If a user turns off End-
to End Encryption on their enrolled mobile device(s) (such as a smartphone or tablet) the previously end-to-end 
encrypted videos will remain end-to-end encrypted and will only be accessible from an enrolled mobile device. 
However, any new videos recorded on the Ring device from this point forward will not be end-to-end encrypted 
and can be accessed by the user’s unenrolled mobile device (or any Shared Users that are added back onto the 
Ring device).  
 

https://support.ring.com/hc/en-us/articles/360054941551
https://support.ring.com/hc/en-us/articles/360054941511
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If a customer disenrolls their mobile device from the End-to-End Encryption service, the mobile device will no 
longer be able to view any previously recorded end-to-end encrypted videos, nor any new end-to-end encrypted 
videos moving forward. 
 

10. Does End-to-End Encryption change how Video Requests work through Neighbors Public Safety Service? (US 
only) 
Customers cannot submit E2EE encrypted videos through the NPSS Video Request tool. However, customers can 
choose to share a decrypted version of their videos with public safety agencies by downloading an end-to-end 
encrypted video to their mobile device. Downloading a video saves the video on your mobile device in decrypted 
form, which you can then share with public safety agencies. 
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